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Abstract-In a slender nozzle the mean stationary flow is one dimensional. I analyse this one dimensional
flow introducing a small artificial viscosity intothe conservation equations, andconsidering the coefficient of
viscosity and the size of the constriction of first and second order smallness respectively. The so resulting
approximation scheme leads to a Sturm-Liouville problem with the quadratically not integrable solutions
playing a significant role:they describe subsonic flows. The summary at theend of this noteenumerates one
by one the different results obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let there be a steady, compressible, non-viscous flow through a Laval nozzle, It is well known
that the solutions of the hydrodynamical equationsexhibit the following curiousbehaviour[l]. So
longas the flux is small a subsonic velocity field is realized; by increasing the flux one reaches a
criticalsituationwherethe fluid velocity at the throat of the nozzlereaches the localsound speed.
For the critical case two solutions exist. In front of the throat the velocity field is the same for
both solutions, Behind the throat, however, there can be either a supersonic, or a subsonic
continuation of the velocity fields. If we further increase the flux no singularity free stationary
solutions are possible. The theory does not decide which solution is realized in Nature, and
whetherthe limitation on the steadyflux is causedby the bifurcationpoint,or by the velocity field
becoming supersonic.
To comprehend morefullythe nature of the singularity implicit in the existenceof the limiting
solution we introducea small dissipation into the equations and investigate the influence of this
dissipation on the mathematical structure of the solutions. In particular, we will show that in the
absence of any dissipation, the bifurcation point arises because the energy surface associated
with the fluid particle partaking in the flow has a saddle point as a function of the velocity and
position. If dissipation is present, one is able to develop an expansion procedure at and around
this saddle-point, which determines the flow and the entropy order by order treating the
dissipative terms small in a well-defined sense. We find that entropy production appears only in
the thirdorder, hence, up to and including secondorder, the structure of the energy surfaceplays
an essential role in determining the properties of the flow. The first order approximation for the
velocity field leads to a Sturm-Liouville problem, if the nozzle is slender, though of a general
shape. Its solution shows that (a) to each value of the flux either one, or no singularity free
velocity field corresponds, thus the solutions are all unique: (b) the supersonic solution is
obtained from the eigensolution of the Sturm-Liouville problem corresponding to the lowest
eigenvalue; (c) the solutions for which the characteristic parameter has values less than the
lowest eigenvalue correspond to subsonic flows; (d) the solutions for which the characteristic
parameterhas valueslargerthan the lowesteigenvalue contain singularities and mustbe rejected.
2. THE SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
Considerthe steady streaming of an idealgas with the polytropic index), in a slender nozzle.
Instead of solving the actual boundary value problem, the usual approximate analysis makesthe
following assumptions. (I) the velocity componentof the gas along the axis of the nozzle (the x
axis) is much larger than perpendicular to it; (2) only the variation of the longitudinal velocity
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along the axis is taken into account, while the variation across the tube is not considered; (3) the
shape of the constriction is characterised by the perpendicular cross sectional area of the tube,
Q(x). Because of these assumptions the problem becomes one dimensional, and no boundary
conditions can be imposedalongthe wallsof the tube. Hence the differencebetween non-viscous
and viscous flows willbe generated only by the dissipativeterms in the differential equations.The
steady flow can be characterised by three functions, the mass density p, the velocity v alongthe x
axis, and the entropy per unit mass, s. The three equations which determine these functions can
be chosen so as to result in first order differential equations. They state that in a steady flow the
mass current and the energy current are divergence-free, while the entropy current is generated
by the steady rate of entropy production. In general these equations read as[2]
div pv = 0,
div[pv(v2/2+w) - v· a'l = 0,
div psv = Trace (a,)2/2TT/
where a' is the viscous stress tensor, w the enthalpy per unit mass, T the absolute temperature,
and TJ the coefficient of shear viscosity. At present we neglect the bulk viscosity and heat
conduction to simplifythe discussion. In Appendix4 we show that the inclusionof these effects
does not alter the conclusions.
If the motion is through a slender nozzle, along the x axis, the equations simplify. Since a ' is
diagonal, with the diagonal elements (TJ/3) (4dv/dx, -2dv/dx, -2dv/dx), we get v . a': «4/3)
vdv/dx, 0, 0) and trace (a '?= (8/3)TJ 2(dv/dxt
For slender tubes along the x axis, the divergence of a vector K can be approximated by div
K = Q-I a(KQ)/ax, where Q(x) is the cross-section of the tube at x. (See Appendix 1). Thus we
get, integrating once
with
pvQ =A
v2/2+ w = 't; +(4/3) (TJ/p) (dv/dx),
(A/Q) as/ax = (4/3) (T//T) (dv/dx)2,
Y "y-I s l c
w=--p e ",
y -1
T = w/(yc e ) .
(I a)
(Ib)
(Ic)
(I d)
(1e)
Cv is the specific heat per unit mass; the constants A and 't; determine the mass flux and the
energy per unit mass respectively, (A't; is the energyflux). Q(x) describes the cross section of the
tube with constriction at x = o.
Put Q(x) = Qo[l +q(x /1)] where q (0)= 0, q > 0 for [x I > O. (Eventually q will be made small
in a precise sense.) The characteristic length I regulates the scale of the constriction. Often Q will
have first and second derivatives at x = O. In this case q ~ (x/lt However Q need not be even,
or differentiable at x = 0; e.g. q -Ixl/L if x::;0, q ~ Ixl/t, x 2: 0; or q - exp (_12/x2).
Given ~ > 0, A > 0, we add to equations (1) the following asymptotic conditions:
v~v-oo,s~s-oo,p~p-= as x~-oo
(If)
where [(y - l)w ]1 /2 is the sound of speed. Is there such a solutionfor any ~ > 0, A > O? If so, how
many for each value of 't; and A ?
We eliminate p through (la) and obtain the basic set of equations for the two unknown
functions v(x), s(x).
~ v2+W - 't; = [3vQdv/dx, (2a)
with
where
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wdsIdx = (3yQ (dvIdx)\
( ) (
A ) 1' -1 e'
IV = '/ ~ 1 vQo Q1'-1 == IV (V, X, s, A ),
{3 = (4/3)1/ (QolAI).
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The following changes of notation have been made in (2): s corresponds to the previouss1cu ,
x to the previous x Ii and Q to the previous 1+q. Thus the entropy is measured in units of the
specific heat, distance in unitsof the characteristiclength I, the cross sectionin unitsof the cross
section at x = O.
3. NON-VISCOUS FLOW
For orientation we put first (3 = O. From (2b) s is a constant, and from (2a) v(IV) is a level
curve of the energysurface E (v, x, s,A) = (1/2)v 2 +IV (v, x, s, A), corresponding to the energy jg.
If A is positive, E is defined for positive v and arbitrary x. The levelcurves can be thoughtof as
the intersection of the E surface with the e plane.
The energysurface exhibits a valley over the curve Vrn (x ) = (AIQ(xW 1' - 1)! (1' + 1) . The height of
the bottomis proportional to v,/, which has a minimum at x = O. Thus the energysurfaceexhibits
a saddle-point at x =0, v = Vrn(0). The general appearance of the energysurface in the vicinity of
the valley is given by Fig. 1. Because of the saddle-point the level curve system will resemble Fig.
2. If we think of the motion of a fluid particle given by x = ~(t, A, jg), v = a~Iat,a fluid particle
will advance during the time dt by the amount dx = vdt. Since v is everwhere positive dx must
be also everwhere positive. Consequently only those levelcurves can be acceptedas solutions on
which dx remains always positiveas weadvancefrom minus infinity to plusinfinity. Wecallsuch
curves unicursal. This condition excludes all those level curves which cross the bottom of the
valley, except if thecrossing occursat the saddle-point.There, however, twoor morelevel curves
can intersect, and a branched solution will arise.
If we denote by ii the velocity at the saddle-point, ii 2 = (,/ - l)w (ii , 0, s,A); thus at the
saddle-point ii is the local sound speed. If for a given A we choose an e such that the saddle-point
lies below E = jg, the boundary conditions select the level curve Q' on Fig.2. which is unicursal,
hence it gives a permitted and unique solution. As we raise A the energy surface changes, the
saddle-point rises and finally touches the 'if! surface. The level curve required by the boundary
condition is (3, which bifurcates at the saddle-point; the (3 ' branchis supersonic, the (3 " branchis
E ( v,x ,s,Al
portion of E surface
for f ixed s and A
v
X
projection of valley bollom
onv,x plane
v= vm(x )
Fig. 1. Saddlepointon theenergy surface
a
o
__-"X
f3
v
Fig. 2. Level curves around thesaddlepoint
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subsonic. If A is largerthan this criticalvaluethere are no solutions, sincethe levelcurvesof the
type yare not unicursal, and the level curvesof the type E do not satisfythe boundary conditions.
Thus the flux limitation is a consequence of (a) the existenceof a saddle-point for v= 0 on the E
surface, and (b) of the condition that the level curves should be unicursal.
Alternatively, we mayfix A and change 'if;. So long as the 'if; planeis abovethe saddle-point we
find the level curves of the a type. As 'if; is lowered, the 'if; planefinally touches the saddle-point
('if; = 'if;c) and the level curves of type {3, {3', {3" arise. This way it is easier to think about the
problem since the more complicated E surface is fixed, and not the 'if; plane. An increaseof the
flux A or a decrease of the energy 'if; leads us to the critical situation.
4. VISCOUS FLOW
If Tj, or (3 is small but non-zero, our physical intuition suggests that (a) the corner in the
limiting v(x) curve should be rounded off, (b) the energy surface still should play an important
role, (c) a flux limitation should still arise.
It willsimplify our work if we consider A fixed, A = A, and vary 'if; to generate the family of
solutions we seek.
We consider {3 and q as small and introduce the following perturbation series
(3 ~ E{3
q~€3q
V = v(l + EVI, + E2V2 + E3V3 + ...)
s = s+logA
A = 1+EAI+E2A2+E3A3+...
'if; = ~ + ev 2'if; 1+ E2V2'if;2 + E3V2'if;3 + ...
These expansions induce an expansion on W
(3)
(4)
with W, WI etc. given shortly.The barred quantitities will turn out to have the following meaning:
(v, 0) is the locationof the saddle-point on the E surface belonging to the entropy S, and flux A,
with ~ = E(v, 0, s, A). Thus a non-viscous flow would be critical for the barred values of flux,
energy, entropy.
Insert (3) first in the entropy equation, given by (2b). We see immediately that both AI and A2
must vanish, while A3 is determined by
(5)
where the prime denotes a derivate with respect to x. The entropy correction is of third order,
because (a) only derivatives are involved, (b) the right hand side contains the square of a
derivative, (c) {3 multiplies this square.BecauseAIand A2vanish, WI and W2 will not containany A
terms, and the energy surface will retain its significance up to second order. Given
WI = -(y -l)vI,
W2 = -(Y -l)q +y( v -l)VI2/2, (Sa)
W3 = A3 - (y - 1)(V3 + vlq) + y( y - l)vI(v2 + q) - y( y - 1)( y + 1)vI 3/6,
we find the following perturbation equations
1 -2 - cp
-v +W=02 ' (6a)
(6b)
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(6d)
To make the scheme work we choose v = (y -l)w and ~I = O. Then (6b) is identically satisfied
and (6c) can be used to determine VI. Given VI, we determine A3 from (5); (6d) can be used
to determine V2 since the V3 terms appearing explicitly, and implicitly through W3, cancel. The
asymptotic conditions for VI, V2 etc. are determinedby puttingfirst in (6c), (6d) f3 = 0, and solve
the resulting algebraic equations for VIO, V20; (f3 appears explicitly, and in (6d) also implicitly,
throughVI)' Thenwe require that VI, V2 shouldapproach VIO, V20for largenegative valuesof x.
In (6c) put v2 = (A - l)w, and substitute VI = V[2/(y +1)] UI, f3 = V[y +1/(2)] 1-'-.
One gets
(7)
If ~2 and I-'- were both zero, UI = ±Vq, which gives the two V curves crossing at the
saddle-point, describing the non-viscous criticalsituation. The asymptotic conditionrequires that
for negativex, V < VI or UI < 0, i.e., UI = -Vq, x < 0. Thus, if I-'- does not vanish, the asymptotic
conditionrequires UI ~ - Vq for x~ 00. If this solutionagainapproaches - Vq for largepositive
valuesof x, UI will describea subsonicmotion;if it approaches+Vq, it willdescribea supersonic
motion.
Put
One gets
I-'- 2ep" +(q + ~2)ep = 0,
ep ~exp {.;r[q(S)]1/2ds}, x ~ -00,
ep has no zeros.
(Sa)
(Sb)
(8c)
(8c) is required to avoid singularities in UI.
Equation(Sa) correspondsto the one-dimensional Schrodinger equationfor a particleof mass
1/2in a potential q, havingthe energy A = -~2; Planck's constant corresponds to 1-'-. From wave
mechanics, or from the theory of second-order differential equations we know that so long as
A < Ao there are no bound solutions; Ao is the lowest eigenvalue of the equation (7).Moreover, if
an unboundsolutiongoes to zero as exp {(III-'-) r V(q) ds} for x ~ -00, it will becomeunbounded
as exp{(l/l-'-) r V(q) ds} for x ~OO; none of these unbound solutions have zeros for A< Ao.
Because 4> ~ exp {(II1-'-) r V(q) ds} for x ~ 0 implies UI ~ - Vq for x ~ 0, all solutions for
A < Ao correspond to subsonic flows. If A = Ao, ep is bounded; this implies that UI ~ - Vq for
x~ -00, and UI ~Vq for x~ 00; moreover this ep has no zeros. Thus, the eigenfunction
associatedwith the energycorrection ~2 = -Ao describesa flow whichbecomessupersonic after
passing through the nozzle. If A > Ao, or ~2 < - Ao, a solution of (8a) has always one or more
zeros, thus it cannot characterisea singularity-free velocityfield. Ao is positive;the lowestbound
state energy is always larger than the minimum value of the potential, here q(O) = O. Thus the
presence of viscositydecreased the criticalenergyor increased the value of the criticalflux, and
separated the supersonic critical solution from the subsonic critical solution. The analytical
dependence of V on the small viscositycoefficient is related to the analytical dependenceof the
solutions of Schrodinger's equationon h near h ~ 0; the latter is notoriously non-analytical. The
precise non-analyticity will be determined by the function q. Becauseof this it seems impossible
to develop a generalapproximation schemeconceivedas a power series in the smallparameter I-'-
(or 71)'
In Appendix (3) we give several explitit solutions.
The next approximation can be easily obtained from (6d), substituting W3 from (4a). Since A3
and VI are in principle known, and V3 cancels, this leads to a first order linear inhomogeneous
differential equation for V2, which can be immediately integrated. The integration constant is
determined by the asymptotic conditions.
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5. SUMMARY
Let there be a steady compressible flow through an infinite slender tube along the x axis,
which has a constriction at x = O. If the fluid is non-viscous, the energy surface E(v, x) of a fluid
particle partaking in the flow has a saddle-point at x = 0, v finite. The critical flow is described by
level curves which pass through this saddle-point. Since the asymptotes of the level curves
intersectat the saddle-point the critical flow can be described bya level curveconstructed bytwo
segments of different asymptotes. The kink at the joint results in a singularity. In order to
understand the behavior of the solution near and at the singularity, we smooth the kink by
introducing a small viscous term into the equations and develop a perturbation scheme at and
around the saddle-point, considering the coefficient of viscosity and the constriction of first and
second order smallness. Theso resulting perturbation calculation for thevelocity andentropy has
the following properties. (a) in the nth order equation for v, Vn cancels and the equation
determines Vn-1; (b) s; is determined by Vn- Z; (c) 51, 52 are identically zero, hence the energy
surface has a meaning up to second order; (d) the equation for VI leads to a Sturm-Liouville
problem in the logarithmic velocity potential; (e) the supersonic solution is obtained from the
eigensolution of the Sturm-Liouville problem corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue; (f)
solutions for which the characteristic parameter has values less than the lowest eigenvalue
correspond to subsonic flows; (g) the solution for which the characteristic parameter has values
largerthan the lowest eigenvalue contain singularities and must be rejected; (h)the characteristic
parameter is related to the limiting energy, or to the limiting flux possible for steady flow, and in
the presence of dissipation the limiting flux is larger, or the limiting energy smaller than in the
absenceof dissipation; (i) for finite tubelengths thereare solutions withcharacteristic parameters
larger than the lowest eigenvalue; (j) the analytical dependence of the logarithmic velocity
potential on the small parameter is the same as that of the solutions of the Schrodinger-equation
on Planck's-constant; (k) the maximum flux obtainable in a stationary flow is increased by the
viscosity; (I) the inclusion of heat conductivity does not alter the perturbation scheme, or the
results.
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APPENDIX I
Let F be a vectorfield , and consider the integral definition of div F: div F = (l/!!.T )f , F · ds where !!.T is a small volume
element at x withthe boundary S;!!'T is a tubeof tube length 2dx alongthe r axis, with the cross sectionQ(x -dx) and
Q(x +dx) at x - dx and x + dx. One has ,IT =Q(x )2dx and div F =(l /2Q(x )dx ) {(F.Q)!.+d. - (F. Q)!.-d. l+ terms
containingF" F,. If theF" F, components are small compared to F.,the lasttermscanbeneglected, and thefirsttermgives
APPENDIX 2
The thermodynamical relations for an ideal gas are
p = pRT!M, w = '}'ceT = a' /('}' -I), S = c; !og(p!p') ,
wherep is the pressure ; a the sound speed; c. the specific heatforconstant volume, perunitmass; M the molecular weight;
'}' =cp /c".
APPENDIX 3
Symmetric nozzle, smooth throat : q(x )= x'
Equation (7), parabolic cylinder equation
J.L'¢" + (A - x' )cf> = o.
Limiting flow determined by eigenfunction corresponding to minimum A.
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Thiscan be easily verified by direct substitution into (6c).
Symmetric nozzle, comer in throat: q(x) = Ix!.
rP equation related to Airy equation.
Limiting flow determined by eigenfunction corresponding to minimum A. This rP is even and has no nodes. Put
x - A = IJ- 2/3Z, rP (x) = l/J(z), for x >0, or z >- A/IJ- 2/3. Then l/J(z) satisfies l/J" = zl/J. Hence for z > - A/IJ- 2/3, l/J = Ai (z),where
Ai(z) is the Airy function. Since this function must have no nodes and it is to be continued as an even function for
z < -A/IJ-2/3, it must have its only maximum at z = -A/IJ-2/3.
Thefirst maximum of Ai(z) is at z = -1,02; hence -A/IJ-213 = - J002. ThusA = 1·02 IJ- 2/3; rP = Ai [x/IJ- 2/3 - ]'02]for x ;;;0 0,
continued as an even function for x < O. For x/IJ- 2/3 - ],02 small UI = 0·721J- 1/3 {1 + O'72(X/1J- 2/3 -]'02) + ...}
Symetric nozzle, discontinuity in nozzle: q(x) = 0, -a < x < a, q = a otherwise. The solution of the problem is
elementary, but tedious. It is instructive to approximate the dip in q around x = 0 by a delta function - 2am')(x), i.e.
q(x) = a - 2aa8(x).
This gives
1J-2 rP "+(A- a +2aa8(x))rP = 0
If A < a, the solutions were given by
rP =expkx,x ";0; rP = b+exp(kx)+b_exp(-kx),x ;;;00;
where
The associated UI(X) is given by
jl - (b- l b+)eXP(- 2kX)1UI = -k,x <0; u, = -k 1+ (b-/b+) exp(-2kx) , x >0
If b+vanishes andb_= 1weobtain thebound statesolution, corresponding to A = Ao= a - a2a 2/1J- 2. Forx > 0 U I describes
a supersonic flow UI = IJ-k. For A> Ao, rP has zerosand UI singularities. These solutions are to be rejected.
APPENDIX 4
If the bulkviscosity (, and the heat conductivity K are not zero, the energy flux acquires the extra terms - v( dv/dx,
-K dT/dx while the entropy production acquires the extra terms «(IT) (dv/dx)'+ (K/T 2) (dT/dx)2. With T= wlc., these
terms lead to the following equations (eliminating q)
I2v2+ W - 'l = (4/3)1,[] + 3(/4111 (Qv/A) (dv/dx)+ (KQ/Acp)(dw/dx),
ds/dx = (4/3)1)[] + 3(/41)](y/w) (dw/dx)2 + (KQ/Aw2) (dw/dxJ',
Weintroduce now s --> C"5, Q --> QoQ, x --> Ix as before. Wefind that theviscous terms remain the same ifwedenote now by (3
the combination (4/3) (1)Qo/A) [I + 3(/41)]. If we put K/Acp = a, the heat conduction terms contribute aQ(dw/dx) in the
energy equation and(yaQ/w 2) (dw/dx)' in theentropy equation. If a is of ordere,these terms alterthe equation for VI and
A3, giving
Thusif inequation (7) IJ- isproportional to {3 - a instead ofto {3, theanalysis isunchanged. It iseasyto show thatif a > {3, the
sign change has no effect in the VI equation.
